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Abstract
Web 2.0 technologies promote democracy which poses issues for corporate communications.
Corporate communications is orchestrated by companies to promote business strategy and raise
brand profile. However, companies’ use of Web 2.0 technologies in the form of social media raises
problems for corporate communications departments. Web communities on social media may run
campaigns that have adverse effects for companies. This is the emergence effect of Web 2.0
technologies. The Web 2.0 platform is likely to be a permanent feature for corporate communications.
In this paper, the theory of deferred action is proposed to promote the positive use of social media
whilst managing its adverse effects, or more generally emergence. The deferred systems concept in
particular is proposed for conceptualising and developing social media uses for corporate
communications whilst managing emergence. Design principles are proposed to develop social media
effectively for business use.

Key words: Corporate communications, Deferred Systems, Design Principles, Management, Theory
of deferred action, Web 2.0 technologies

1 Introduction
Corporate communications is undergoing radical change because of Web 2.0 technologies as
manifested in social media. Web communities or social media is reshaping online communication and
collaboration patterns and the way information is consumed and produced (Kolbitsch et al., 2005;
2006). Social media participants are either existing customers of companies or potential customers.
Companies like Dell and Coca-Cola successfully use social media. Dell uses different social media
platforms for customer engagement and it has an island in the virtual world of Second Life. Coca-cola
conversations is a blog written by its company historian. Social media has specific benefits for
companies as social media participants contribute to the image of the company, but even greater
potential risks.
Two factors stemming from social media affect corporate communication policies. Social media has a
significant democratizing effect which corporations find problematical to manage in the pursuit of
corporate goals. The implications of the democratization effect have not yet been investigated in the
research literature. The second factor is the unpredictability of emergent situations arising from the
complex communicative processes of the many different actors who form the social media
participants. Similar to the democratization effect, corporations will find it problematical to harness
these emergent situations to create business value unless they develop appropriate ways of designing
the use of social media.
Corporate communications departments determine the branding and advise on devising corporate
communication strategies. The role can extend to advising on corporate mission and strategy.
Corporate communications is the way a company ‘presents itself through behaviour, as well as
through symbolism, to internal and external audiences’ (van Riel, 1997). Research reveals that there
should be consistency in formal corporate communication (Bernstein, 1986; Schultz, Tannenbaum
and Lauterborn, 1994). Bernstein (1986) argued that organizations should communicate effectively
with all of their stakeholders, making corporate communication broad and complex to achieve
effectively. Corporate communication and marketing communications are fundamentally different
Grunig, 1992).
Companies have carefully orchestrated how they want their customers, stakeholders, and the
government to see them through well-planned corporate communications and brand management.
However, Web 2.0 technologies mean that no more is there one version of the truth. Corporations find
it problematical to manage the use of social media to create business value, and some companies have
found themselves struggling to mitigate the effects of adverse social media campaigns by special
interest groups, for example greens.
How can companies utilise social media for business value whilst not succumbing to adverse
campaigns and harness emergent situations? The use of social media by companies is set to grow, but
democratization and emergence has not been adequately addressed. Companies utilise social media
like Facebook and Twitter. However, companies should consider whether consumers are sharing
information online that would indicate an adverse experience? Companies may experience adverse
effect of social media, and are even required to report them to appropriate bodies in the case of
pharmaceutical marketing (Grip, 2010). The democratisation and emergence effects of social media
should be considered in terms of designing social media to create business value in the context of
meeting regulatory demands and pursuing business objectives.
The theory of deferred action is proposed as a suitable framework for designing use of social media
for corporate purposes. A theoretical perspective has the benefit of deeper understanding of the
emergent social media phenomenon. The theory of deferred action stems from the information
systems (IS) discipline (Patel, 2006; 2008; 2011). Since IS are defined by Wells et al., (1992) as

composing people, organisation, and IT, the theory’s explanation and proposed design solutions of
these elements of socio-technical systems is suitable for designing social media for corporate use.
Additionally, since the theory reconciles emergence with rational planning in the form of deferred
systems, it is suitable for addressing the emergent effects of social media usage by companies.
In this paper, it is proposed that corporate uses of social media should be designed as deferred systems
because of the unpredictable emergent effects of social media participants – existing customers,
potential customers, stakeholders, and special interest groups such as ecologists, environmentalists.
Examples of emergence include unfavourable campaigns by consumers or special interest groups.
However, companies want to achieve planned business goals. By designing the use of social media as
deferred systems they can take corrective action, namely deferred action.
The paper addresses the fundamentals of Web 2.0 communities and their use by businesses to pursue
business goals. The major unpredictable factor in companies’ use of social media is the emergent
effect of social media, which is defined as the result of the communicative acts of users of social
media in the next section, where the favourable and adverse consequences of emergence for
companies and corporate communications are discussed. Then the theory of deferred action is
proposed to design social media to mitigate the adverse consequences of emergence whilst pursing
business goals. The theory proposes designing corporate social media systems as ‘deferred systems’,
which are then defined, and Web 2.0 technology implementations in companies is interpreted as
deferred systems design. A brief discussion is then presented which highlights the importance of
having appropriate approaches for designing Web 2.0 applications whilst pursuing business goals.
The paper is then concluded with brief overview of ongoing research in deferred systems and social
media and offering pertinent conclusions.

2.Emergence through communicative acts
Social media is used by people to communicate with each other. Web 2.0 communities have an
increasing impact on businesses such that new business models arise and existing business models are
highly affected by Web 2.0 communities (Höegg et al., 2006). Examples of such communities are
Wikipedia, MySpace, OpenBC, YouTube, Folksonomies, and Weblogs. Web 2.0 communities are
formed by people with similar interests and their collaboration and communication in the community
evolves. This evolution is manifested as emergent communications.
Truex et al (1999) argue that such communicative acts in organisations require alternative ways of
conceptualising and developing information systems. The communicative acts of people lead to
emergent behaviours which cannot be predicted, and therefore cannot be planned. Similarly, the
communicative acts through social media require appropriate conceptualisation and strategic
utilisations of social media by corporations.
In order to gain a firmer theoretical explanation of emergence it is necessary to consider complexity
theory. Complexity is the physical or biological situation where a particular cause cannot be simply
traced to its effect (Beeson and Davis, 2000). Emergence is characteristic of complex adaptive
systems – systems that adapt to their environment (Gell-Mann 1994). The term ‘complex adaptive
systems’ is used in complexity theory as a description of physical and biological systems which adapt
to changing environment in order to survive. In terms of rational design, that is designing social media
systems for effective corporate communications, emergence cannot be detailed in the original design
specification. It arises subsequently, as the designed system is changed by its environment.
Emergence is a property of the total system and cannot be analysed into components. It arises from
the interaction of the communicative agents in the system in response to the environment. It is
bottom-up. But for the purpose of rational design it is possible to control emergence (Standish, 2008;
Muller-Schloer, 2004), such that it does not deflect the original purpose of the system. A firmer
theoretical explanation accounting for emergence through communicative acts is provided in the next
section, in terms of the theory of deferred action for designing systems for social use.

3.Theory of Deferred Action
Web 2.0 technologies are unlike systems that are developed from user specifications. They contain the
element of unpredictable emergent communication. The theory of deferred action draws on
complexity to explain how to design emergent systems (Patel, 2006). It is a design and action type
theory; such theories are developed to inform practice (Gregor, 2006). It is proposed here to help
manage and design for emergence in social media systems.
The design of social media involves designing social systems as well as the technological web system.
Aspects of the social system, the behaviour of people who compose the social media, are re-designed
when technical systems are introduced. As noted earlier, in social media the problem for designers is
the potential freedom of social media participants and its adverse affects on corporate
communications. The theory of deferred action is applicable for designing socio-technical systems,
such as Web 2.0 technologies for commercial use, that have to be embedded in social systems like
businesses interfacing with existing and potential customers, and other stakeholders and interested
parties.
Deferred action is a design construct that enables planning rationally in the context of emergent
situations. Corporate communication is rational action that is designed to achieve specific goals.
However, designs embodying pure plans are problematical in social media. Social media contain
unpredictable events and an evolutionary behaviour that cannot be predetermined. Deferred action is a
synthesis of strategic action, such as corporate communications, and situational aware action.
The theory of deferred action addresses the fundamental problem of reconciling rational design with
emergent organisation. Rational design is necessary to design technical and social systems. However,
such design seems problematical for technical systems, such as social media systems, where the
systems have to work in unpredictable situations. The problem stems from the attribute of emergence
in socio-technical systems.
In the theory, the emergence attribute is addressed by synthesising rational design with emergent
organisation to produce the deferred action theoretic. Action that needs to be sensitive to situation is
best achieved by drawing a flexible plan of action, which allows actors in the situation to make the
necessary adjustments in response to emergent factors, to achieve purpose. This kind of planning is
called a deferred system, as illustrated at point B in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Deferred Action Design Dimensions for Designing Artificial Complex Adaptive Systems
Deferred action is emergent local action which could not have been predicted during planning. It is in
addition to planned action. Figure 1 is an orthogonal illustration of the theory, depicting the space for
designing for emergence. It depicts controlled systemic emergence of systems at points A, B, and D,
which adapt because they are affected by changing environment. The focus in this research will be on
point B deferred systems which are based on the deferred model of reality. The deferred model is that
software systems are created to achieve organizational purpose which enables users to shape it in the
context of actual situations. These are emergent systems as opposed to static systems depicted at point
C. Social purposive action is depicted on the x-axis as planned action, for example an ERP system.
However, this planned action is affected by changing environment which results in unpredictable
systemic emergence, depicted as emergence on the y-axis. Deferred systems respond to the
unpredictable emergence as deferred action, the action that people take locally – depicted on the zaxis. This deferred action is constrained within the bounds of the planned action to achieve the predefined goals. Deferred action is the theoretical explanation for managing systemic emergence and it
can be applied to improve the technical design and development of social media for effective
corporate communications.

4.Web 2.0 technologies or social media as deferred systems
By interpreting Web 2.0 technologies as deferred systems, point B in Figure 1, it is possible to
manage unpredictable emergence in social media. Companies’ use of social media is planned to help
achieve corporate strategy – this is the planned action dimension of the theory. However, the
communicative acts of participants of social media, special interest groups or customers, may lead to
unexpected emergence. This could be problematical for companies. For instance, as planned action

companies may use the social media to promote their brand or marketing campaigns, but special
interest groups, for instance green movements, may act to counter it – the emergence. This can be
countered through deferred action by companies.
A deferred system is deferred until action designers decide what it becomes in actuality. A deferred
system is the synthesis of the three design dimensions. This synthesis is necessary for conceptualising
and developing deferred systems capable of responding to emergence. Emergence is a constant in
social action, so information will also be emergent. A deferred system is future-oriented. The system
implies a new reality (S→R). Point B in Figure 1 depicts deferred systems as deferred models of
emergent social action, such as social media and Web 2.0 technologies. Purposive action is futureoriented as it seeks to achieve predefined goals. It changes the current situation into the desired
situation. Businesses seek to do so by using social media.
The World Wide Web and Web 2.0 technologies are examples of deferred systems. They are planned
by the World Wide Web Consortium accounting for the planned action design dimension. But the
actual content of the myriad Web-based systems is determined by active designers, accounting for the
deferred action design dimension. The whole Web is an emergent phenomenon, accounting for the
emergence design dimension.
The informational behaviour or functionality of deferred systems is underspecified. But the deferred
system is designed to enable controlled emergence arising locally through the communicative acts of
people participating in Web communities. Deferred systems are self-organising because local action is
necessary to respond to environmental disturbances. While the Web 2.0 technology is centrally
planned by the corporation, the Web communities themselves self-organise, as separate individuals,
groups, and organisations apply it to resolve their particular information needs.
Deferred systems are designed based three design dimensions, planned action, emergence, and
deferred action. Deferred action is the synthesis of planned action and emergence. Figure 1 helps to
depict the three dimensional space necessary for designing socio-technical systems like social media
that have to cope with emergence. The other system types depicted in Figure 1 are covered in Patel
(2011).
In deferred systems planned action is co-related to emergence to produce deferred action, which is the
necessary ‘bottom-up action’ for coping with emergence. In deferred systems, planning in terms of
specifying exact and all functional requirements is minimally possible because social media is
affected by emergence. Consequently, it is necessary to enable individuals to act as required in the
situation, such action is the deferred action of actors in deferred systems.
A deferred system is rationally designed but enables actors through deferred action mechanisms to
respond to the situation. The Web and social networking systems are such deferred systems. Deferred
systems are design by two sets of people reflective designers and active designers. Reflective
designers are removed from the actual space of action because they are not participants. As such they
do not have intimate and embodied knowledge of actual situations in which the social media is used.
Active designers are involved in the actual social media.
The theory of deferred action addresses the fundamental problem of analyses of social systems such
as social media for business purposes. Social systems should be analysed as qualities of rational
behaviour and emergence. Rather than characterise social systems as some ‘social machine’ (See
Berners-Lee, 1999; Hendler et el., 2008) that can be factored and analysed, as engineering approaches
tend to do, the social system is conceptualised as autonomous. The analyses should be in terms of
human aspirations, as well as work systems.

5.Deferred Design Principles
Principles for designing social media systems stem from the theory of deferred action. The principles
are sound because of the underlying theoretical support. They are logically related and have been used
and applied by researchers and practitioners (Elliman and Eatock, 2005; Dron, 2005). Deferred design
principles are drawn that can apply generally to socio-technical systems design.
Underspecification
Underspecification is necessary because of unpredictable emergence. The notion of underspecification
flows logically from the theory. Organisational design is problematical because of uncertainties and
organisations are better designed by under-specifying. Underspecification would then enable actors to
respond to uncertainties in the organisational setting. Organisations that specify function in detail or
over specify function restrict actors’ freedom to respond to perceived situations. Weick (2004) argues
that organizational design is better done by applying the principle of underspecification, which is that
‘Life persists when designs are underspecified left incomplete and retain tension.’ (p.43). The same
principle applies to Web 2.0 technologies.
Self-organising
Information systems should self-organise. Self-organizing is a corollary of underspecification. Focus
should be on designing Web 2.0 systems architecture to enable subsequent self-organised functional
design of emergent information. Underspecification and self-organizing are reflected in the deferred
action construct in the emergence axis and deferred action axis (Figure 2). Since emergence is
unpredictable it cannot be specified. Underspecification and self-organizing are reflected in the
deferred action construct in the emergence axis and deferred action axis (Figure 1). Since emergence
is sudden and unpredictable it cannot be specified, to that extent functional requirements remain
underspecified. Functional requirements take shape as self-organizing by actors during the live use of
the IA in unique emergent organizational settings – deferred action.
Adaptation
The term ‘complex adaptive systems’ is used in complexity theory to describe physical and biological
systems that adapt to the changing environment to survive (Gell-Mann 1994). Social media systems
should adapt to changing environment. Social systems should be designed for collective adaptation.
People, organisation and information technology compose socio-technical system. As complex
adaptive systems, socio-technical systems should be designed for adaptation in response to emergent
organisation.
Ethics
It is unethical to design for someone else. The technical system is used by actors who are intimately
involved in their particular work or pleasure activity. As this work is not directly experienced by
reflective designers, it would be inappropriate for them to dictate by design how that work should be
done.
The theory of deferred action intrinsically acknowledges ethics through the deferred action construct.
Deferred action implies that the action is taken by actors. The ethics is original to Banathy’s (1996)
work on designing social systems. He argued that social systems should not be designed by someone
who has no direct experience of them, but only by those who are actively involved. Banathy’s (1996)
principle for social systems design is that it is unethical to design for someone else. The principle is
implied in socio-technical and participative approaches (Hirschheim and Klein 1994; Mumford and
Beekman 1994). In deferred action, the principle is directly realised in the distinction between the
reflective designer and the active designer (Patel 2006). Reflective designers are technical developers

who are separated from organisational processes. Active designers are actors responsible for
completing organisational tasks and processes.
Feed Forward Principle
The feed forward principle is to enable the deferred system to respond to external environmental
disturbances or events whilst maintaining its goal. This is done by becoming aware of the disturbance
and making appropriate adjustments to the system. Active designers, or people who use the system,
became aware of the disturbance and design and implement an appropriate response. Active
designers’ responses to the continual disturbances results in the deferred system becoming emergent.
Self-similarity Principle
Self-similarity is a thing that is a copy of another thing. A self-similar object is exactly or
approximately similar to a part of itself (i.e. the whole has the same shape as one or more of the parts).
The set of design decisions and the subsequent design are self-similar if they need to be repeated or
copied again in another context. We found that deferred design decisions necessary to make the
outsourcing decision were copied later when managing the outsourcing partnership.
Deferred design decisions
Since a system cannot be completely specified because of emergence, its ongoing design and
development needs to be deferred to actors - the deferred design decisions principle. Actors with
deferred design decisions capability make design decisions in the actual emergent situations.
The deferred design decisions principle demarcates the design of a system into two temporal phases.
The first phase is the duration in which reflective designers invent the system. The second phase is the
duration in which active designers use and further develop the system in situ. This phase caters for
emergence. Active designers can design the information they require as and when they encounter
unpredictable events.
The deferment principle is a perfect complement to the other principles and it realises them. It results
in representation of active use or ‘live use’ of deferred IS. As emergent information needs cannot be
predicted and specified, satisfying the underspecification principle, the deferred design decisions
principle places design decisions in the hands of active designers (actors), satisfying the principle that
it is unethical to design for someone else, the self-organising principle and the adaptation principle.
The deferment principle realises the deferred action construct– enablement of IS design by actors in
emergent organization. Designing for emergent situations implies deferment of design decisions until
a particular future situation warrants. Such deferred action is necessary because designing IS by
specification cannot predict (pre-design) emergent information needs, but it can enable its subsequent
design when it occurs as deferred design.

6.Discussion
Companies have to proceed carefully with the use of Web 2.0 technologies, as Nestlés recent
corporate communications experience of Facebook demonstrates (Bbnet, 2010). The company tried to
tell participants how to use the company’s logo. The web community reacted adversely. This
illustrates the problems of managing social media. These problems can be managed following the
three dimensional design space proposed in the theory of deferred action – planned action, emergence,
and deferred action.
Web 2.0 technology is a significant platform for corporate communications, which includes a web
services and content in its various forms. Research on social software cover aspects of Web 2.0, but
the strategic use of social media by corporations needs to be based on considered design principles as
set out in this paper.

IBM provides its employees with guidelines on how to use social media (IBM, 2010). Companies
cannot compile similar guidelines for the general public who compose web communities, as noted
above in Nestlé’s case. But business use of social media to promote corporate communications has
reconcile the democratisation effect of social media with the business need to pursue goals. This has
implications for existing business models which have to incorporate Web 2.0 communities. The
deferred systems concept has been proposed in this paper to cope with these seemingly irreconcilable
forces.
Facebook reflects the three theoretical dimensions of the theory of deferred action. It is a planned
system and its designers had specific goals in mind. They rationally determined a design that would
realise these goals. The designers of Facebook did not pre-empt the content but enabled actors to
upload it. In doing so they acknowledged the emergence quality of social systems and incorporated it
into the system design. By enabling actors to upload content they designed deferred action into the
system, making actors into active designers. The informational functions of the system are
underspecified in that the system is designed to grow. Further functionality can be added by Facebook
designers themselves and third party designer. This is deferred design among reflective designer.
Since the actual content and networking is determined by active designers, Facebook implements the
ethical design principle too. Active designers decide how to build their network and what data to share
with others. These three deferred design principles are incorporated in the other social networking
systems noted above.

7.Conclusion
Whilst social media offers opportunities for wider customer and potential customer involvement for
companies, it has associated risks. These include adverse campaigns by Web communities. This paper
has examined the use of social media by companies to pursue business objectives, for example
corporate communication. It has raised the issue of managing the unpredictable uses of social media
by Web communities and proposed the theory of deferred action as a suitable theoretical framework
for understanding and designing social media systems. In particular, it proposes that social media
systems should be designed as deferred systems and seven deferred design principles have been
elaborated to enable such designs.
Further research is intended to apply the deferred systems construct to social media through a case
study. The aim is to observe the three dimensions – planned action, emergence, and deferred action, in
the case study. The observations will provide data and from the data analysis to substantiate the seven
deferred design principles. This will lead to the development of practice framework to help corporate
strategist involved in designing social media uses to pursue business goals.
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